
Feature List as of 1/26/10

Note: To generate a list of the specific Pace Object Model changes from your current version to the version to which you
want to upgrade, log into the Client Access portion of our web site and use the EFI Pace Version Compare Tool:
http://www.pace2020.com/?q=node/88

Description Version Fixed

 Version 22.00

Framework

In EFI Pace, the State object is now a child object of the Country object, and is now validated by
address forms throughout the system.

0

In EFI Pace, you can now set objects to an inactive status, which removes the objects from all
drop-down fields throughout the system and makes them usable only for reference purposes.

20

User Interface

In EFI Pace, an administrator may now group report definitions into user-definable report
categories. The category maintenance is located on the main menu under Administration /
System Setup / General / Report Categories.  You assign reports to these categories from the
main menu under Administration / System Setup / General / Reports.

0

In EFI Pace, the system now displays report parameter options in a drop-down list during
execution.

0

In EFI Pace, you can now optionally specify validation conditions for a report to run. You can
define conditions to produce a warning message or to prevent the report from running if a
condition is not met.

0

In EFI Pace, the "Record Limit Exceeded" message now appears as a warning instead of an
error.

0

In EFI Pace, required fields for integrations are now denoted with a red asterisk instead of an
icon. In cases where the asterisks appear in the user interface, a key appears in the upper right
corner of the page and explains which integration module requires the data in that field. The
asterisk appears before the field label.

0

In the EFI Pace reporting system, you can now define printer configurations on a per report basis
and allow a report to print to a particular printer and printer tray, based on rules defined by the
administrator.

17

In EFI Pace, in the event handler definition section, you can now email and print report packages
within an event handler.

81

In EFI Pace, the system now enables you to generate a grouping of reports which you can
execute as a single report package.

103

Job Control Center

In the Job Control Center module, the job part press forms now include additional ink information
to better support the data required in a run list.

0

In the Job Control Center module, a new job-specific contact store now allows for one-time
use contacts and gives you the ability to define a job contact as a primary contact for a job
that displays on proper reports, such as the job jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt ).

0

In the Job Control Center module, on the Job Part Detail page, the fields on the Date tab are now
reorganized for improved readability.

0
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 Version 22.00

Job Control Center

In the Job Control Center module, estimated job costs on a job now copy over to duplicates of
that job, by default when you invoke the duplicate option for a job or part.  These estimated costs
will be removed if the estimate is reconverted to the job.

0

In the Job Control Center module, the 'Sides' and 'Number Out' fields now appear for pricelist
jobs, regardless of whether you use split forms. These fields appear on the Press tab of the Job
Part Detail form.

0

In the Job Control Center module, on the Billing Info tab of the Job Part Detail page, the Quoted
Price field now displays six decimal places.

14

In the Job Control Center module, the system now enables you to assign job shipments at
the job level. On a shipment, you can specify shipping information for the entire job or a
given job part, job part press form, job material, job component, or proof. System
administrators can specify which parts of the job appear in the shipping interface. You can
specify cartons on a given shipment, and associate cartons to a skid. The system also
enables you to assign separate job contacts to each individual part of the shipment.

66

In the Job Control Center module, the ability to generate a master bill of lading with its associated
printed report now exists.

201

Job Costing

In the Job Costing module, when you add a new activity code, the system now defaults the Delay
and Lag Time fields on the Job Planning Settings tab, to null.

141

Bank Rec

In the Bank Reconciliation module, the grids on the Bank Account Reconcile Start pop-up page
now sort by date in descending order (newest to oldest), and by check number within the date by
default.
To access the Bank Account Reconcile Start pop-up page from the EFI Pace main menu, click on
Accounting, then move the mouse over Bank Accounts, then click Account List. Click the
magnifying glass icon next to the desired account, and click [Reconcile]. Then enter the statement
balance amount and click [Reconcile] again.

0

Purchase Order

In the Purchasing module, you can now enter a manual Ship To address that is not associated
with a contact record, and the address is specific to the purchase order.

0

Estimating

In the Estimating module, administrators can now enter a "Side Allowance" for each press.  The
side allowance is the non-printable area on each side of the press sheet (perpendicular to the
gripper) that the system deducts from the Run Size when determining the available image area.
You enter this value on the Press Info tab of the Press Detail page, and it represents the margin
on each edge of the sheet (i.e. the value is doubled when determining the amount of space to
deduct from the Run Size width).

0
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Estimating

In the Estimating module, administrators can now group job product types into categories. A job
product type may belong to any number of categories (or none). When you enter an estimate, you
can select an estimate product category to limit the list of job product types that appear in the
drop-down list. If you do not select a category, all job product types appear.

0

In the Estimating module, the "Have Sheeter" functionality no longer interferes with using roll
stock on a wide format roll press.

0

In the Estimating module, when you add or change a customer code on the estimate, the system
now updates markups to the markups associated with the customer (if you specified them for the
customer). The updated fields include: paperMarkup, outsidePurchaseMarkup, overallMarkup,
commRate, and overallSellMarkup. If any of these fields are forced, the system does not update
the value when you change the customer code, and a message appears to warn you that a
customer-related field did not change because it was forced.

0

In the Estimating module, the system no longer truncates the xPath calculation for material
quantity on a finishing operation to an integer.

0

In the Estimating module, the system now populates the salutation of the quote letter with the first
name of the contact, if available. If you do not enter the contact name, the system uses the
prospect/company name instead.

0

In the Estimating module, the system no longer requires you to enter an estimate ID in the
"Estimate" field of the Import Estimate Part pop-up page.  You can now enter an estimate
number, or select [Pick] to display the estimate number instead of the estimate ID in the
"Estimate" field.

0

In the Estimating module, the proof size calculation was enhanced for the size of the color proof
based on run method.

0

In the Estimating module, on the Duplicate Press page, the system displays the "JDF Device ID"
field which requires a unique value.

4

In the Estimating module, if you do not enter a paper price, the system uses the pounds of stock
necessary in the press optimization to minimize the amount of paper required.

29

In the Estimating module, the system now calculates the number of run sheets per buy sheet
when you force the run size.

29

In the Estimating module, you can now indicate on the press if you want to use the press
maximum size as a viable paper run size candidate.

29

In the Estimating module, the Estimating Setup field, '"Have Sheeter" no longer appears. You can
now handle sheeting functionality using one of the following two ways:
1. Use the new "'Have Sheeter" field on the Press Detail page, which, when checked, enables
estimators to use a roll stock on an otherwise sheetfed-type press. Check the box to enable users
to select either rolls or sheets.  Roll-fed presses (Heatset Web, Coldset Web, and Wide Format
Roll) still allow roll stock only, and are not affected by this field.
2. Use the new "Sheeting" finishing operation type, which enables you to create a finishing
operation for "Sheeting," which, when added to a Finishing Workflow, enables the estimator to
select a roll stock to run on any sheetfed press that does not have the "Have Sheeter" option
enabled. This represents an offline sheeting ability (not tied to any particular press).  If you add
this operation to a finishing workflow, and do not select a roll stock, the system omits the
operation from the estimate.

69
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Estimating

In the Estimating module, you can now select the items you want to convert when you reconvert
an estimate to an existing job.

74

In the Estimating module, you can now configure a job status to set on the job when you convert
the estimate.

74

In the Estimating module, the system now optionally calculates unit costs separately for the front
and the back (instead of applying either a side 1 cost OR duplex cost). The system also allows for
a differentiation between one color and more than one color unit costs.
The existing Unit Cost fields on the speed table are designated as 'one color' unit cost (side 1 and
side 2) and there are two new fields for 'Color Unit Cost' Side 1 and Side 2. This enables you to
estimate, for example, a 4c/1c job with a different unit cost for the front than for the back, with the
front using the More Than One Color unit cost and the back using the One Color Unit Cost.
To enable this functionality, you must check the box in the "Use Combined Click Charges" field on
the Estimating Setup page.
IMPORTANT NOTE: When you enable this functionality, the system does not set the color unit
cost for each side, so you must enter a unit charge. Since the system now calculates a separate
unit cost for the front and back, you must also review the charges you enter to ensure that the
estimate does not calculate too high for 1C work. Existing Side 2 Unit Charges typically represent
duplex printing, and therefore charge for two sides rather than each side independently.

122

Accounts Payable

In the Accounts Payable module, the Auto Bill Add page is no longer a pop-up page. 0

eService

In the eService module, the system now suppresses the default welcome message when a client
logs in if you configure the system with a custom welcome message for that client. Instead, the
system displays the custom welcome message only.

0

Data Collection

In the Data Collection module, the Employee Department Time Review page (Production -> Data
Collection -> Department Time Review) now loads without pre-populating data, to facilitate a more
efficient loading time for the page.

0

ePaceStation

In the ePaceStation module, an administrator can now configure whether the system defaults to a
search by user, group, system, or all queries when you create a search for a query. This new
setting is available on the EFI Pace main menu by clicking on Administration, then moving the
mouse over System Setup, then over ePaceStation, then clicking on ePaceStation Setup.

0

In the ePaceStation module, you can now manage categories via a new location in the menu. You
can access this option from the EFI Pace main menu by clicking on Administration, then moving
the mouse over System Setup, then over ePaceStation, then clicking on Manage Categories.

0
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Job Shipments

In the Job Shipments module, the system now correctly aligns the Job/Part/Component fields on
the General Shipment tab of the Job Shipment Add Direct page.

0

In the Job Shipments module, on the Carton tab of the Job Shipment Detail page, the Total
Quantity field is now the Total Carton Quantity field, and the Carton tab now includes the Total
Skid Quantity field, which the system calculates by multiplying the value in the Total Carton
Quantity field by the skid count.

173

Job Planning

In the Job Planning module, you can now configure an activity code to combine the setup time
into the run time, to include only a percentage of the setup time in the run time, or to exclude the
setup time from the planning record.

0

In the Job Planning module, the system now correctly suppresses the [Refresh Schedule] button
on the Job Part Planning page when you set the system to exclude dates from planning records.

0

Upgrade

In EFI Pace, the administrator can now edit the server IP address via the physical server
console.

174

Price List Quoting

In the Price List Quoting module, if you force the unit price for an inventory item on a quote item,
the system now copies the price to the job part item when converting the quote to a job.

0

In the Price List Quoting module, a new button on the Product Part Add page enables you to add
the product and go to the Product Part Detail page for the product you added. This button is in
addition to the current [Add] button that displays the Quote Detail page when you add a product.

0

In the Price List Quoting module, when you duplicate a price list, the system now duplicates the
price list lines also.

0

In the Price List Quoting module, Price List Settings Detail page now includes a new field, "Default
Current Job Status."

165

Freightlink

In the FreightLink module, you can now export shipment information into UPS for international
shipments. Additionally, country codes are now available as part of the address information.

0

In the FreightLink module, the system now correctly processes the UPS shipping methods, 2nd
Day Air AM and Worldwide Saver. Note: In the UPS system, Worldwide Saver and Worldwide
Express are interchangeable terms, therefore, the UPS Realtime Quote Method shipping list
contains Worldwide Saver (Express).

0

In the FreightLlink module, the system now properly updates the UPS "Bill Transportation To" field
in WorldShip, version10.

94

In the FreightLink module, the system now processes voided shipments from FedEx
ShipManager.

98
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 Version 22.00

Security

In the Security module, the system now correctly sends the job status updates back to the
respective Fiery Central Make Ready server (FC MR), when EFI Pace is configured with multiple
such servers.

203

Complete Offering

In EFI Pace, administrators can now generate a Certificate Signing Request from the Admin
Console. You can use this Certificate Signing Request to generate SSL certificates for use with
the system.

0

JDF

In the JDF module, for generating digital printing, the runIndex (a.k.a. page range) used for
resource partitioning now correctly starts with zero and the nPages attribute now correctly reflects
all page ranges in the digital job.

0

In the JDF module, the prefix "Job_" no longer appears in "@JobID" or any other attributes where
it is unnecessarily. This provides consistency between the Job ID that EFI Pace uses and the Job
ID production systems receive from EFI Pace via JDF.

0

In the JDF module, when you run the scheduled JDF or JMF automation process, the system
executes the appropriate PaceConnect for any job plan record not yet submitted that is scheduled
to start prior to the current time plus the specified buffer.

0

In the JDF module, the system now enables administrators to specify a default prepress item for
each JDF PrePress Type.  The system adds any unknown processes returned from a prepress
device to the system under that prepress item.

0

In the JDF module, the Job and Job Material Detail pages now display the message "Tip: JDF
successfully submitted to device" when JDF is successfully sent to a device.

0

In the JDF module, the system now enables you to specify the binding side and jog side for use in
JDF export to imposition devices to indicate the page numbering sequences. The new fields
appear on the Job Part Detail page and are visible when you enable a JDF or JMF PaceConnect.

0

In the JDF module, the system now produces the JDF elements required to supply imposition
software enough information to properly position the job on the press sheet.

0

In the JDF module, in the Digital JDF Connect, the EFI Pace application now supports automated
integration with EFI Fiery.

120

In the JDF module, the system now includes more flexibility for EFI Pace to define impositions by
enabling you to specify the right and bottom margins of the press sheet on an estimate.

137

In the JDF module, for digital JDF workflows, you can now base a JDF ticket on a job part instead
of job part press forms.

154

Single Object Import

In the Single Object Import module, you can now import jobs and add notes in the same import
process.

261
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 Version 22.00

API

In the API, EFI Pace can now sort objects returned from the Find Object service based on an
XPath expression using the new findAndSort method.

207

Customization Toolkit

In the Customization Toolkit module, the Object Model Browser now enables you to export an
object or a category of objects to an Excel spreadsheet. This export contains useful information
about fields and other object metadata, which administrators who customize EFI Pace via the
toolkit or extend the system via API can use.

0

In the Customization Toolkit module, you can now increase the maximum size of a user-defined
field, although the system still prevents an administrator from decreasing the maximum size.

0

Pace Connect

In the PaceConnect module, you can now create a job from an EFI Fiery Central Make Ready
server.

0

In the PaceConnect module, the system can now receive status updates from the Fiery Central
Make Ready content router.

0

In the PaceConnect module, the system now supports persistent connections initiated from
outside the EFI Pace appliance.

0

In the PaceConnect module, you can now access the Job Finishing Operation Data Input page
through the Fiery Make Ready ID of a job created through the Fiery Make Ready server. The
actual job also reflects all information you update or add in the Job Finishing Operation Data Input
page.

0

In the PaceConnect module, the system now includes a Retry feature. This feature enables an
administrator to instruct a PaceConnect to automatically retry failed messages. When activated,
the administrator specifies the maximum number of retry attempts allowed and the time in
minutes between each attempt.

0

In the PaceConnect module, the mapping of external keys to EFI Pace now supports value
mapping in addition to key mapping.

101

In the PaceConnect module, the JDF and JMF PaceConnects now display and log more
information about the 'Connection Pool' in case of failed executions to help identify the exact
source of concern. In addition, the Administrator can now refresh/flush either all or selected
connection pool information for the 'Client initiated connections' via the MBEAN console.

208

In the PaceConnect module, in the Digital StoreFront integration, whenever the system creates a
job from a DSF order, the new system report, "DSF Ticket Report" appears as the last pages of
the Job Part Jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt ) and the Job Jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt ).

258

The PaceConnect module now includes an optional integration with the EFI Digital StoreFront. 284

Email Notification

In the Email Notification module, the system now enables you to configure an
EventHandlerEmailRecipient with an expression that you can use to determine whether to include
the recipient in the email.

296
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Admin Console

In the Admin Console, you can now download a zip file of all the XML code for the standard EFI
Pace forms to facilitate searching for customizations examples via an IDE.

0

PrintFlow

In the PrintFlow integration, the PrintFlow application can now update the manufacturing location
on a job part in EFI Pace, based on the manufacturing location of scheduled activities' cost
centers.

0

In the PrintFlow integration, you can now edit the buffer time, which the system uses to determine
when to submit a job into a production workflow via JDF at the job plan level.

64

In the PrintFlow integration, the system no longer deletes and recreates cost centers in PrintFlow
when you change the cost centers in EFI Pace. Instead the system performs updates by
maintaining all PrintFlow rules.

164

PC-Auto-Count

In EFI Pace, the system now integrates with EFI Auto-Count. 282
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